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Introductory dialog

- What? You’re going to take a 3 day stat class? How boring!

- Uhhhh... Thanks

- Why?

- Because I’ve been told so

- By who?

- My advisor

- ????? Why ?

- Duno ... He seems to be believe it’s important

- ...
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History

Some scientific fields cannot go without statistics:

R.A Fisher 1890–1962 C.E. Spearman, 1863–1945

I Agronomy (field trials, genetics, seed selection, ...)
I Psychology (tests, ... )
I Medical trials
I Economics, political sciences (polls, surveys, ...)
I And Geosciences (any idea ?)

Historically, statistics was founded by non mathematicians
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Statistical Triangle

What is statistics ?

I Statistics is about describing and analyzing data (samples)
I Using mathematic methods derived from probability theory
I In view of testing scientific hypothesis

Statistical Triangle

Data

Mathematics Scientific hypothesis
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Objectives

I Estimating characteristics of a population, based on samples
I Testing scientific hypothesis
I Quantifying causes of variations
I Conducting a statistical study
I Using R
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Some definitions

Population

”In statistics, a population is a set of similar items or events which is of interest for
some question or experiment.

A statistical population can be a group of actually existing objects (e.g. the set of all
stars within the Milky Way galaxy) or a hypothetical and potentially infinite group of
objects conceived as a generalization from experience (e.g. the set of all possible
hands in a game of poker).

A common aim of statistical analysis is to produce information about some chosen
population.”
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Some definitions

A population has to be very clearly defined. For example, population of Switzerland

From http://www.media-stat.admin.ch
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Some definitions

Sample
A sample, X1,X2, . . . ,Xn is a subset of a population

Random Sample
A sample is random if each individual in the sample is drawn randomly

I randomly
I independently to each other

Sampling bias
A random sample is biased when samples are collected in such a way that some
members of the intended population are less likely to be included than others.
Examples:

I Internet surveys
I Survivorship bias
I Sampling in specific area or in ”interesting areas”
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Program

1. The statistical thinking; basic definitions

2. Univariate statistics: inference and testing

3. Simple regression, linear model and ANOVA

4. Applications to environmental statistics: time series and geostatistics
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